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Photoluminescence in semiconducting diamond (Type lIb) has been
studied to establish whether the luminescence of slow decay is phosphor
escence or a slow fluorescence and to seek any correlation of this property
with other properties of the same specimens. Also, during the present
work a red phosphorescence was found which is believed to be unlike that
reported in other diamonds.

The properties of diamond have been studied intensively' for many
years. There are many and varied reasons for the great interest in dia
monds. In the first place diamond 18 the prototype of a class of crystals
which have reached a supreme position in modem technology. In partic
ular germanium and silicon, Which have the diamond structure, bave had
a phenomenal development because of their WJe in tranatstors and other
solid state devices. Much ot our understanding of silicon and germanium
was the result of early studies of diamond. Another reuon tor the interest
in diamond stems from its crystal structure which enables it to be profit
ably studied theoretically and experimentally.

In the past diamonds bave been generally claAltled U Type I and
Type n. The cJassftlcatlon arose mainly trom their optical propert1e8.
and It was thought by some investigators that there was a fundamental
difference In their crystal symmetries. Recent studlea bave been able to
resolve the main differences in tenna of crystal imperfections.
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rormerly, diamond wu considered one ot the great insulators; how
ever, in 1962 J. F. H. Cu8te1'8 in South Africa discovered a diamond which
would conduct an electrical current (eusters, 1952). Since it was more
Uke Type II tban Type I diamond he cla8s1fied it as Type lIb and desig
Dated the origtnal cla.u of Type II as Type Ua. The Type lIb diamonds
are exceedingly rare. R. SmoluchowBJd and W. J. Leivo (1955) Bhow~
that the electrical conductivity was typical ot an impurity-activlated semI
conductor .uch as atllcon and gennanium. Three semiconducting diamonds
were uaed in th1a inveatia&tion. DS-1 is an elongated chip which is tinted
blue. D8-2 .. a rectangular parallelepiped with dimensions of 2.5 X 3.5
X 8.15 mm', one end of which is dlBtinctly blue, the rest of the specimen
being nearly tree of coloration. Diamond DS-3 is a blue marquise-cut
atone.

A BRla DISCUSSION OF LUMINESCENCE

setore considering the results ot the present investigation, a discus
.ion of the proce.... involved in luminescence will be given as well as
definitions of terms which wUl be used. Photoluminescence is the general
term given to light emi_ion which i8 excited by light absorption. Other
typea of excitation give rise to the terms electrolumlnescence, thermo
lumineacence, triboluminescence, and chemiluminescence.

Electrolumlnescence is a luminescence stimulated by application of an
electrlc field. Thermoluminescence Is stimulated in a sample while the
lample 1. being heated. Such luminescence generally decays rapidly when
the sample temperature is held constant at some point in the heating
proc.... Triboluminescence is luminescence excited by friction. Such
lumineacence is cornmon in diamonds and may be stimulated by brisk rub
bing with a cloth (Robertson et til., 19M). Chemiluminescence originates
in chemical reaction.

The present work has been principally concerned with photolumines
cence although 80me other observations have been made. Photolumines
cence may involve any of several energy changes of the system considered,
80 it .. dea1rable to dlacu88 these processes in connection with an energy
level c:Uagram. Fig. 1 shows the energy levels assigned to the unspecified
ayatem under conalderation. The levels G and E represent respectively the
rround atate and a particular excited state. M represents a metastable
or quul-at&ble etate from which transition directly to the state G is highly
unWcely or forbidden. S represents a possible energy level between G and
It. 111' and G' represent states ot slightly higher energy than E and G.
8uppoee that an element of the system absorbs a photon of energy h. ==
(m-o) and ftDda itae1f in the etate E. This transition will be denoted G-E
and the reveree proceu will be implied by the reverse order E-G. If the
pl'OC4la 0-111 i. followed by &G the process corresponds to resonance radia
Uon wblch la a radiation typical of a rarified gas configuration. The
procea 0-& might be followed by two events: E-S and then 8-0. ThJs
.. a typiC*! fluoreeeence process. CUe 1 and cue 2 in Fig. 1 illustrate
theIII proc••••

PboIIpIloreacence differs from fiuoreecence in that a metastable or
quua-atable .tate exi8ta into which the system passes following excitation.
TIde traultlon 111-11, repreeented by cue 8 in Fig. I, la generally accom
pU.Ibed in the cue of a 80Ud sample by 1088 of energy to the lattice or in
the cue of a au by co1llIIIon. Liberation from state II is dependent
upoD reabeorptloD of thla eDeI'IY from the 8UITOUDding elementa, and the
utetlme lD IIUCh a state II may vary from the order ot mUllseconds to years
cIependlq' on the temperature of the sample and the depth of state Jl
below the atate E. At a low enough temperature the Ufetlme asaoclated
With the lltate K may become very great 110 that the phosphoreeceDCe tB
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Figure I-Energy level diagram illustrating six photoluminescent pro
cesses.

frozen in. When the sample is subsequently heated, the phosphorescence
is liberated. There are minerals which have such "trozen In" phosphores
cence at room temperatures, the states haVing been filled as a result of
gamma or x-radiation. When these substances are heated in darkness, a
luminescence may be observed during the heating process. If the substance
is then cooled and subsequently reheated, no luminescence is observed.
This phenomenon is called thermoluminescence. Prfngsheim (1949) con
siders thermoluminescence to be only phosphorescence wh'ch is frozen In
at normal temperatures. Some other writers take the opposite view that
phosphorescence is only a special case of thermoluminescence (Winans
and Bedlin, 1958). For the purpose of this work the question i8 one of
definition and need not be further considered.

Fluorescence is not entirely inconsistent with extended lifetimes. Sup
pose the transition M-G is not extremely unlikely. Indeed, this event might
be more probable than the reabsorption of the energy required to permit
the transition M-E. In this case a temperature independent fluorescence
would be emitted which has a longer than normaillfetime and is called a
slow fluorescence by Pringsheim (1949). Slow fluorescence will always
be used in the present paper to indicate a fluorescence of longer than nor
mal lifetime, and the process Is illustrated by case" In Fig. 1.

Observed fluorescence is not adequately explained by the above simple
picture. One might think that everything should exhibit fluorescence. The
simple picture above largely ignores the effect of the surrounding elements.
Only in a rare gas configuration would this be acceptable. Stokes atated
the empirical law that fluorescence is always of wave lengtM longer than
the wavelength of the exciting light. Actually, fluorescence spectra may
contain wavelengths shorter than the exclting wavelengths. The tenn
Stokes fluorescence is applied to fluorescence in which Stokes law ..
obeyed and anti-Stokes fluore8Cellce is applied to emitted wavelengths
Shorter than the exciting wavelength.

If states E' and 0' exist immediately above atates E and G such that
thennal energy may raise the system to 0' just prior to the ab80rptlon of
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a photon, or from E to E' during the lifetime of the state E, then the
emitted radiatlon may be of shorter wavelength than the exciting radia
Uon. Tbeae poaJbUltJee are represented by cues ~ and 8 of Fig. 1, and
they correepond to anti-Stokes fluoreacence.

ExPERIMENTAL PaocmUBE AND REsULTS

BltuJ LMmfKuCfttlC6. Phosphorescence and slow fluorescence frequently
bave a decay liteUme of a millisecond or longer and are therefore observ
able after the lOurce of excitation has been removed. In the case of a
very thort Iltetlme one must have a means of repeatedly illuminating the
ample, removing the llluminatlon, and viewing the sample. An instru
ment d_l'IIed for this purpo.. is called a phosphoroscope. One such in
strument, 1lluatrated in Fig. 2, i8 called a Becquerel type phosphoroscope
after it. inventor, E. Becquerel. A Becquerel phosphoroscope consists of
two d18JuJ mounted on a ahatt which la in tum mounted on suitable bear
incs. Each d18k hu holes or slota which act as windows for illuminating
or viewing the sample. The disks are oriented 80 that the holes in one
disk do not I1ne up with the holes in the other disk. A phosphor placed
between the disks may then be irradiated from one stde of the apparatus
and viewed trom the other aide. Scattered light may be a problem if the
aample .. a weak phosphor, and in thla case a great improvement is
achieved by inserting a shield between the disks in such a way that only
IlCht which paue8 through the sample can pass by the shield.

FIgure 2--><A almplifled repre..ntaUon of a Becquerel type phosphoro
IICOpe.

The poulbWty ot vlewtna a phosphorescent sample by merely turning
oft the lamp uaed to excite phosphorescence Is of no value in the case of
eampJea which have & decay Ufetlme of the order of a few seconds or less.
Lampe wiU uaually glow th1a long. The use of Kerr cells as a phosphoro
IeOpt in the pruent work was not practical in view of the low transmis
aton and poor cutoff characteristics of Kerr cella and the relaUvely weak
Iumlneecence exhibited by the diamond samples.

Drperlmenta uuu.lDg photographic detection methods were tirBt at
tempted. The spectrograph uaed was a Jarrel Ash grating spectrograph
wblell baa a nearly linear d18perBlon of 7 Angstroms per DUD throughout
the I"&Dp of the lDatrument. The tum U8ed was Eastman type 103& which
Ie more MDIltive to low light levela than are fUma with higher sensitivity
rat1Dl& T!U tUm la recommended for exposures which will require more
tbaD 11ft mlnutee time.

8lDce the lumln.-ceDCe was taint it was expedient to t1nd the opti
mum .-aUon of the 8&Dlple by the followln« 8Imple procedure. A tungsten
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lamp was placed at the position normally occupied by the camera, thus
reversing the optical path of the system. It was then easy to tlnd the
optic axis of the system and place the sample at the image of the slit of
the spectrograph, the image being formed by a suitable lena. The tungsten
lamp was positioned so that green light was emitted from the silt, thus
matching the region of greatest eye sensitivity.

A Becquerel-type phosphoroscope which gave equal on-otf time for
observation of luminescence and which operated at 120 cycles per second
was placed in position surrounding the sample. Shields were installed
to prevent stray light from entering the spectrograph and the sample was
then irradiated with a mercury lamp. Exposures were made for as long
as 39 hours. Since the phosphoroscope was used, the actual net exposure
was for about half of this time. In no experiment was there an image
formed on the film from stray mercury light or luminescence of the dia
mond. Specimen DS-1 was used since it exhibits brighter luminescence
than diamond DS-2. A similar experiment in which mechanical shutters
were used instead of the Becquerel type phosphoroscope also taUed to
produce the spectrum ot the luminescence. It should be mentioned that
with the eyes adapted to darkness. the luminescence passing through the
slit of the spectrograph was bright enough to be visible at the position of
the collimating mirror but not after dispersion, i.e., from the position of
the camera. It was concluded that the energy was too highly dispersed
and that possibly no usable image could be formed with exposure times
which were practical. Perhaps an experiment utilizing a low dispersion
prism spectrograph would be successful. Nayar (1941) was successful
in recording phosphorescence of a Type I diamond by similar technique
but using a low dispersion instrument and exposures up to six days.

Photoelectric methods of detection were then employed. A Beckman
DK-l spectrophotometer was used which proved to be quite sensitive in
the range of wavelengths 220 to 700 millimicrons. An arrangement was
devised in which the chopped light from the luminescent sample (DS-!)
was focused on the entrance slit of the monochromator. By adjusting the
instrument to obtain maximum sensitivity, the spectrum of the lumines
cence could be obtained. The signal-to-noise ratio was unfavorable, and
it was necessary to use a relatively large slit width in order to obtain a
response.

The determination of the temperature dependence of the luminesc'ence
was investigated. The experiment described in the preceding paragraph
was repeated with the addition of an apparatus for cooling the sample.
This equipment is illustrated in Fig. 3. Spectrograms ot the luminucence
were obtained at several temperatures. Three of these are reproduced 1n
Fig. 4. It is interesting to note that no appreciable shitt in the maximum
occurs, though the intensity decreases sharply with decreasing temperature.
In contrast to this behavior the photoconductivity shows a definite shltt
toward shorter wavelengths as the sample temperature is lowered. The
luminescence with the sample at 200° K has essenUally zero intensity. As
the sample temperature is further reduced the intensity begins to increase
and at 90° K the intensity is estimated to be half that at 300° K. Because
of extraneous luminescence which appears in the sample mount at the
lower temperatures, there is some quesUon about the accuracy of the cor
responding measurements; they are therefore not reprodUced. The tem
perature dependence of the luminescent intensity indicates that it 1s a
phosphorescence and not a slow fluorescence. .The fact that the intensity
increases with decreasing temperature In the range 90° K to 180° K .. an
indication that a new luminescent process .. becoming ettecUve In thY
temperature range because ot the increased llteUrne at th18 low temper-
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ature. It abouJd be noted that the phosphoroscope used in these measure
menu chopped the light beam at 480 cycles per second and that a phos
pboracence with decay 11tetlmes short enough, say less than 100 micro
MCOnd. would not be recorded. As was mentioned in a preceding para
Jf&ph, becaUH ot weakneu of the luminescence in our Ub diamonds it
wu neceuary to U8e a large 8lit width on the monochromator, and there
tore it wu not poulble to resolve any narrow bands 8uch as those found
by Cute"' (19~2).

Sample-_
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"
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Figure 3--Vacuum sample mount.

SOme visual observations regarding the phosphorescence in diamond
08-2 are in order. The blue end ot the stone is seen to luminesce much
more brighUy than the clear end when viewed with a phosphoroscope. The
clear end decays much more alowly than the blue end, but its emission is
very weak and at the begtnnlng of a decay cycle is completely masked by
the lum1Deacence trom the blue end. The emission from the blue end is
dl8tlncUy blue. but that from the clear end of the stone is always so
faint that no diatiDct color 18 d18cernible.

Tbe decay UfeUrnea for the luminescence of OS-I and 08-2 were ob
talned at room temperature. A lena and an RCA IP28 photomultiplier
tube were polIiUoned 80 that an image of the diamond was focused onto
the photocathode of. the tUbe. The phosphoroscope was rotated by hand
10 that the U.ht from the mercury lamp could be rapidly cut off and the
p~e from the sample could fall on th3 photomultiplier tube.
It. IdID&1 from the tube was diaplayed on an oscl11oscope, and the resulting
curve was photop'aphed. From the curves obtained in this manner the
decay utetime of the lumlDe8ceDce was found to be 0.7 ± 0.1 sec, the large
UDeertaJn~belnc due to nol8e in the clreult. It seems doubtful that there
Ia a eu.t1Dct correlation with the 0.26 l!IeCOlld carrier Ufetime which was
obtalDed byotber tnft8Ugaton (Wayland aDd Leiva. 1958).

Bed z......cewoe. DuriDc the coune of. thIa work a luminescence
of ... cIecay which is red in color was ob8erYed In the Type fib sample
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08-2 and was sUbsequently found in OS-I, but was not exhibited by D8-3.
The red luminescence is most easily observed in conjunction with a phos
phoroscope whIch is rotated by hand 80 that the diamond may be irradi
ated and then viewed at wlll. The blue luminescence masks the red it the
viewing rate is too fast.

The following properties are associated with the red luminescence. It
is excited by the short ultraviolet wavelengths and Is in this respect simUar
to the blue luminescence; when a filter Is placed between the diamond and
the mecury lamp to remove the short ultraviolet wavelengths from the inci
dent beam, neither the red nor the blue luminescence is excited.

The red luminescence is temperature dependent in the sense that at
room temperature It is not observed in DS-1 and is hardly observable in
OS-2, but if the sample temperature is raised to 75° It is easUy observed
in either sample. The decay lifetime of the red luminescence decreases
with increasing temperature, but the red luminescence is found to decay
more slowly than the blue throughout the temperature range which haa
been investigated, 25 to 200° C. The red luminescence appears to be uni
formly emitted throughout DS-l, but it is first observed in the blue end
of DS-2. At a higher temperature both the blue end and the clear end of
OS-2 are seen to exhibit the red luminescence. The decay lifetime for the
red luminescence is different in the two ends of 08-2 as it is for the
blue luminescence. With the sample temperature at 130° C, for example.
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Figure 4-Pboephoreacence spectrum of diamond 08-1.
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the'red lum1ne8cence trom the blue end of the sample decays quite rapidly,
and the blue end appears dark whUe the red glow from the clear end is
platnJy vWtble for several .seconds. . When the sample is viewed from the
edie the greater u.mple depth adds to the brightness of the glow andMen:. to Indicate that the eml88ton 18 a bulk effect. This Is difficult to
.tate unequtvocally because of the small size of the sample and the high
reflectivity of the dtamond.

The blue lumlneacence Is always brighter than the red at the begin
ning of a decay period. This 18 easIly seen when the phosphoroscope is
turned to give a viewing rate of 10 to 20 cycles per second. At this rate
the blue 18 qUite predominant though at the higher sample temperatures the
color appean different to the eye. The red Is observed to decay more
.lowly and's seen only after the blue has decayed. There seems to be
.till another emtsaton process appearing at the higher temperatures, but
It is 80 taint that no distinct color i8 apparent.

Because the red luminescence 18 frozen in at room temperature but
quite apparent at higher sample temperature, and because the decay Ufe
time decreases with increasing temperature, it wilJ be called phosphores
cence. An effort was made to observe the red phosphorescence as thermo
luminelcence, but the rate of heaUng used thus far is insufficient.

The red phosphorescence has not appeared on the spectrograms re
corded on the Beckman OK 1 spectrophotometer. Since the detector used
In this work was a 1P28 photomultiplier tube, which 18 virtually insensitive
to radiation of 100 mlJlimicrons and yields only 10% ot its maximum
reeponae at 800 mUlimlcrons. this is not surprising.

Diamond OS-2 is a much better sample than DS-1 for demonstrating
the red phosphorescence tor it emits the red phosphorescence at a lower
temperature than DS-1 and more brightly at all appropriate temperatures.
08-1, however. Is a brighter blue luminescent sample. The red lumines
cence was not observed to be emitted by DS-3 from room temperature to
17G" C though the same techniques and apparatus used with the other two
Itones were employed. All of these observations were made in a dark
room. and eorne eye accommodation 18 essential for the observation of either
the blue luminescence or the red.

No mention of a similar red luminescence has been found in the liter
ature. and it would be of interest to see the result of other investigations.
The present observations are too narrow In scope to classify this red phos
phoreecence as characteristic of semJconducting diamonds. The only men
tion of red luminescence which has been found in the literature was in the
work of Nayar (1941) previously mentioned. This work involved phos
phorescence in Type I diamond and Nayar found a faint band extending
from GOG to 830 mi111microna. Thla does not seem to correspond to the red
lum1neecence reported here which has been found to contain 680 millimi
cron emf_on.

SUMMAilY AND CONCLUSIONS

Tbe vtBtb1e blue lumineecence in the invesUgated semiconducting dla
monda decreues with decreaa1ng temperature, but there 18 essentlally no
ablft 1D the apect.ral d18tr1bution. The decay time, which was found to be
0.7 aecond at room temperature. decreases with increasing temperature; at
100- K the lDtena1ty of the lumiDescuce 18 zero at all recorded wave
JeDctbL Thia behavior of the Intensity and decay time indicates that the
lumtDeacenee 18 a phoBphol'e8CellC8 which becomes frozen in at sample
tempera~of 200- K or lea. M WU pointed out in the previous dIscus
atOll of lumlDellcenc:e. phoBphorucence involves states from which transl-
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tiona directly to lower energy states are forbidden. For example. consider
& shallow trap just below the conduction band of & crystal. Excited carriers
enter these states with loss of thermal energy to the lattice and are im
mobile unW liberated by thermal energy supplied by the lattice. Not all
excited carriers are trapped and some may quickly return to ground Btates
by radiative recombination corresponding to fluorescence. The average
time spent in a trap depends on its depth below the conduction band and
the vibrational energy ot the lattice which is determined by the crystal
temperature. A.iJ the crystal temperature is lowered, the average time
spent in traps becomes longer, and at low enough temperature a trapped
carrier may not be thermally liberated. Radiative recombinations which
follow the liberation of a carrier from a trap lead to the same emission
spectrum observed in fluorescence.

Upon further lowering the sample temperature to 180 0 K a phos
phorescence of the same blue color is again observed. and the intensity
increases with decreasing temperature to 90° K, which is the lowest tem
perature employed in this investigation. Reappearance of the phosphores
cence Indicates that another trapping level exists which 18 not as deep as
that responsible for the phosphorescence observed above 200° K. It is
also possible that at the lower temperatures the reduced lattice vibrations
decrease the probability for nonradiative recombination thus allowing
relatively more radiative transitions per excitation.

In this investigation an unusual red luminescence was observed and
investigated as thoroughly as available instrumentation permitted. The
red luminescence was identified as a phosphorescence by the variation of
Intensity and decay time with temperature. It is more intense and decays
more rapidly in the blue end of specimen DS-2 than in the clear end, and
is excited by radiation near the fundamental absorption edge at 1S.6 ev.
These properties are the same in the blue phosphorescence; however, at
aU temperatures at which the red phosphorescence is observed it decays
more slowly than the blue phosphorescence. The weakness of the phos
phorescence in the investigated diamonds implies that radiative recombi
nation Is not the dominant recombination process by which excited charges
return to ground states. This seems consistent with the result ot a fluores
cence experiment since no evidence of edge mission, emission in the ultra
Violet, or light corresponding to the phosphorescence spectrum appeared
on the spectrographic film after very long exposures dUring which time
the diamond was continuously irradiated through a monochromator with
radiation at 5.6 ev. Edge emission has been observed by carrier injection
Whereby larger minority carrier densities are possible (Male and Pryor.
1960) • The absence of correlation between phosphorescence and photo
conductive decay times and the different dependence on temperature of
the photoconductive peaks and ot the phosphorescence spectral dlBtributlon
seem to indicate that a nonradiatlve recombination process is predomi
nant in these diamonds.
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